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Summary
Given the stated orient .-tion of NORRRC, the followinE general
types of investigations could be carried out in the -eater New
York City region at a relatively moderate cost, and w-uld an-ear
to be functional in assisting the Commission to accomplish its goals .
It must be borne in mind that these suggestions are heuristic rather
than defi^itive . The design of a study or studies in any particular
area is not .-rithin the scope of the subject presentation ; however,
many of the methodological problems involved should become aD-agent
from the various hypotheses in the body of this survey . The nroDosed research areas include :

a) The determination of o'-it-door

recreational policy in the New York Metropolitan Area ; b) The limits
of "need" ahd "want" data in outdoor recreation nianning by 7overnment and non-g(Yernment agencies ; c) Race relations in outdoor
recreation ; d) The relation of outdoor recreation to Civil Defense ;
e) The relation of outdoor recreation to youth programs ; f The
relation of the transportation business to outdoor recreation ; and
g) The problem of ethical analysis in outdoor recreation policy .
Each of these will be discussed in turn .
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The two key problems here are 1) Who makes decisions concerning
outdoor recreation ; and 2) On what basis are such decisions made?
These two ouestirns can be subdivided into government and nongovernment groupings . The government groups should be further
subdivided into Federal, State, and Local . Private groups can
be classified into non-profit and profit organizations .
Consideri'g the second cuestion first, the basis for decision
making by government groups would appear to be zi the legitimate
authority of governments to make decisions . However, the comnlexity of this problem is pointed out b-,r the title which gobert C . I:~ood
has given to a study of this area now in progress, called 1400
gove-nments .

Not only are Federal, St^.te, and Local covcrnnents

involved, but the existence of a tri-state grouning consisting of
parts of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut further complicates
the 7~aklxmx issue .
The ouestion of alternative use, or what is sometimes called
"opportunity costs" by economists, must also be considered . Local
or State governing b^dies might regard an outdoor resource as serving
one function, while the larger scope of a Federal agency would
conceive of the use of the same resource in another context . Legal
problems concerning jurisdiction -sight well appear here .
`_'here is little do?-'bt that conflicts arise bet- .reen -cV e-nment
f
formal
and non- •g overnment groups . '.bile the latter mair have little I:mxxk
Dower to make and enforce decisions, their informal power may be
considerable . Such organizations as the Regional Plan Association,
and more local groups as Businessmen's organizations, Chambers of
Commerce, Citizens Union, Voters Leagues, etc ., in the non-profit
category, and recreational and other entrepreneurs individually and
throuch their peak associations alr^ost certainllr have mach to say
in decision making .

How do these v,-.rious grouns eater into the decision making
process? The Federal 7overnment has the Federal Highway Pro~sam,
watershed provisions, '.sousing agencies and underwriting institutions,
U .S . Army Engineers, and several other agencies whic'i have much to
say in land use . indeed, the establishing of the Commission indicates
the Federal government's a7 .,areness of -he crucial nature of the
problem . `she role of the State Tovernment is more obvious . i t
is concerned with nearly all areas of dev-lo--ent . --hether ind-.st.rial .
recreational, ed~ .cational, or :-rhatever . How much influence it
exerts on the decision making process when it cores into conflict
with either Federal or Local interests is more debatable, Similar
considerations apply to local groups .
Going back now to the first question, the "who" of decision
making is an integral hart of the investigation . Agencies are
staffed ;-,rith people, and the formal definition of statuses and roles
if often of little use in understanding how decisions are in fact
made . The work of Floyd Hunter in Atlanta gives indications of the
i~__portance of the informal vs the formal component in decision
Making . Jho are the rove-n-ent leaders who make decisions : How
much influence does an individual like Robert Moses possess? What
are the relationships bewteen government and non-government leaders?
What are the channels of communication among them, formal and
informal? What coordinating facilities are available to them, and
what new coordinating methods should be set up? The number of
Is
fruitful hypotheses in this area acv nearly unlimited .
The problem of coa •d ination is a serious one . An enumeration
of most of the coordinating bodies active in the greater New York
area has been made by the Regional Plan Association . These range
from the T-?etropolitan Regional Council through the large ntr ber of
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of study commissions which at one time or another have had varying
degrees of influence upon decision makers .

In spite of the relatively

large number of such coa'dinating organizations,

the Rer- J.onal Plan

Association concluded that "The Tri-State Metropolitan Area's
greatest need today is better coordination of the activities and
policies of its many governmental and non-governmental action
agencies" . The consequences to recreational planning of this
coordination or lack of it should be obvious .
In summary, an understanding of the decision making process
both in terms of agencies and individuals, government and non;~overr_ment seems to be an absolutely necessary tool for the
implementation of the Commission's goals . Without such understanding,
the Commission risks either the rroposal of oclic ;es which have little
probability of being effected, or the incurring of the active
hostility of decision makers who have not been considered in the
drawing up of programs for specific areas .
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AP?T I'D -.TA IN OUTDOOR.
"_'HE LIMITS OF"PI=ED" .
GOVE?MTEN'T AND 1701,1_e

-17CBEATION PLANTING BY

.hat is the importance of outdoor recreation in the lives of residents
of the New York Metropolitan area? Intimately connected vri.th this
ouestion is the ascertaining of the extent of the felt wants of
the inhabitants of the area concerning outdoor recreation .

:H,Ihile

it is true that the problem is ubiouitous, the highly urbanized and
rapidly changing culture of the New York area intensifies the
problem .
It is difficult to discover any lo7ical basis for present and
future recreational planning unless some a - tempt is made to answer
the question of needs and wants . Using the economic

analocr-

of the market mechanism based upon su--ply and demand factors, glans
for supply must be related to a ticipated demands . The economic
concept of random wants will not serve here ; there is rather a
demand for specific types and cuality of recreational resources .
Surveys of the use of established recreational facilities are
useful only at a discount . They tell something of the form and
possibly the location of needed recreation, but reflect only the
needs of present users, and are biased toward the types of existinT
facilities . Further, the usual type of survey research where 'eonlQ
are asked simply what types of recreational facilities they wo~~ldLprefer often yields obvious and somewhat utopian information . In
general, people want more of everything in our i ,.-ward mobility
oriented x urban society .
flore to the point would be the attempt to discover what people
would actually use if it were available . One aoproach to the -oe4:nt
has been through diaries or reports of actual behavior . If such
diaries would report the number of times people 'have thou7ht of
going someplace for outdoor recreation and decided a5r~ - inst it, they
would be even more useful . Ideally this -ould include reasons for
the decision . Once more, diaries are biased toward existing facilities .
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Depth interviews of a cross-section of New York inhabitants
might be meaningful in eliciting information regarding general
frustrations in desires for outdoor recreation . Several existing
scaling methods could be considered for establishing a rank order
of priorities for leisure time activities . Some effort could be
made to ascertain psychological ne eds which might be satisfied
by outdoor recreation . The help of competent psychological,
psychiatric, and sociological personnel could be solicited .
A related ouestion is the determination of the motives and
stimuli which affect the felt need for outdoor recreation . For
example, while it might be true that the knowledge of reachable
facilities increases the desire for recreation, the discouraging
factor of-the anticipated crowding of such facilities might be
sufficient to prevent their use . A model using avail_nbility and
access as the key variables - -fight be constructed,
i:.arion Clawson gives a series of hiTpotheses which might be
tested on a more basic level . `:'hat are the effects of such factors
as population composition., p: r capita income, reduction of working
hours, increased travel, femil-- cor_mosition, and the like, „non the
felt needs and use of recreational facilities? More particularly,
what swrill the changes of such factors mean to outdoor recreation in
the future?

:That difference would it make if the bread-winner of

the family had Monday's free as well as Saturdays and Sundays?
From these considerations emerges the necessity of analyzing
types and cuality of recreational needs . It may well be that several
different types of outdoor recreation All satisfy the same basic
needs, and the cost of such recreation could thus be minimized .
Are opportunities for active snorts nece~=sar-r r-ther than the "ouiet
place to lie doom"? Could these be interc -- anszed and satisfy the
same needs . The Question is to determine the ssl ent -rime cite-ories
of outdoor recreational nee^s .

many approaches mi, ht bye 1'sed .

In summary, the importance of the problem is attested b-- this
statement of Stanley Tankel, project manaTer of the Park, Recreation,
and Open Space Project of the Regional Plan Association of New York :
'Trie are plagued by the great lack of evidence of

:hat people want

and need" . If this cues-lion is crucial to recreation in a limited
area, a fortiori it becomes a key dimension in a project with the
scope of that envisaged by the Commission . The fact that the
determination of wants and needs is extremely difficult is shown
by the immense proliferation of market research and survey orsanizations on the American scene . Cert^.inl-r a lame share of the
commission's efforts should be in this area .

-RAC_, 3 -~JLATIO S IN OL1DOO? ?

^II

Although most of the Public attention to race relations has
been directed to the Southern areas of the United States in rPcer_t
years, the im- -igration of large nu-bers of Prerto Ricans counled
with the extensive migration of ve--moes f-om the South to the North
has created a considerable race relations problem in the gre^ter
New York area .

in the field of outdoor recreation the first question

to be answered is how much segregation in recreational f=cilities
does in fact exist, and how much of this se=e~-ation is voluntary
or involuntary?
It may well be that neon-le of certain races stay a'-rav from
outdoor facilities because they 'r ' .id feel out of mace if they
used them .

In large narks there may be informal lines of demarcation

for use by different races . Differential uses of facilities na''
be a function of their consideration for excl - sive use ',-r one rice
or rnother . rn the other hand, ce»tain rpcial and ethnic -ro>>Ps
may rrefer '-o use one facility rather *than another 'bec^-se t' e -r
enjoy themselves more ^:hen the - - are -.r-:.th their own kind .
moreover, the leaders of the non-white -rouns wino have :' iddleclass incomes and middle-class wants oreaent a s--eeial Problem .
:That -provision is made for the satisf,-~ction of the increasing
outdoor recreational wants of this relatively elite group?

-,.Whether

segregation is voluntary or involuntary, it in fact se e?ation
does exist then facilities for recreation wouC .d be particularly
scarce for this group . It is no more reasonable for non-whites of
the uPPer class to share leisure time with the lower classes than
for the whites . Of Particular interest here wo',.ld be an examination
of Private recreational facilities and a comD^rison of the tes
of recreation they offer as ._.aainst public areas . The r event cave
of the son of Dr . Bunche is a case in point .

Corollary to the above is the determination of the differences
in felt wants between whites and non-whites, If such differences
exist, they might reflect the differential availability of resources
caused by various types of segregation . Or, there may be cultural
differences which account for differential wants . It becomes
important that research saroling in this area represent a true
cross-section of the population rather than a reflection of middleclass 1hites . The large and ever growing proportion of P •z etto
Ricans in the Few York area indicates a probability of differential
values . ".'Khat types of recreation would sat ; sfyr the !.., ants of this
Snanish-sneaking population?
Here, the Com : . :ission might *ell use the experience of many
government and non-government agencies which have had much ex-'erience
in racer elations problems . New York is particularly rich in this
field . Among others miTht be mentioned the ?'YC Com fission on
Intergroup Relations, the State committee Against Discrimination,
the Citizens Union, and several settlement ho"ses and -youth boards .
The Police Ath=etic League, the Little Leagues, and other such nx
orEanizations'have had to deal with similar problems at one time
or another . Specifically, the Catholic Youth 3a a Ore-anization
in 1953 conducted an extensive reaearch project on the recreptional
needs and -.+,ants of Puerto Rican pro-ths in New York City . These and
othrir organizations should be asked to cooperate with the Commission,
and their opinions and rese,--rches should provide a wealth of material
which can be used to i-mlement Commission research and policy, and
which at the very lwast will point up the importance of race relations
in outdoor recreation .
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THE

SLATION OF OUTDOOR R _,CREATION TO CIVIL D77ENSE
Among 7overn : en_t agencies, the policy of ' he Civil Defense

co^monent of the Office of D^fensP '_obilization is one of the
most difficult to determine . During "lorld .lar II, the orientation
of Civil Defense seemed to be in the direction of mon-inm-up
operations after an attack . Later an evacuation noliev for the
general population was considered, and at ore-ent some form of e
shelter program, at least from fallout if not from blast effects,
is bein' discussed . It may be easier, then, to attack this problem
of the re-1a - ionship of outdoor recreational resources to civil
defense by asking how civil def --nse organizations can use such
resources and how recreational resource Dlan-AnT and operations
can draw upon existing and potential civil defense programs?
In the event of an enemy attack, there is n" ruestion that
some form of dispersal of the g-neral population will be - 'ndertaken .
By their very nature, most outdoor recreational resources are located
outside high population concentrations and •eo! •ld be idpall_ir snnited
to rec?ive considerable nms.:' , ers of People from the cities if

s1-ch

resources -,:ere properly designed . A Joint study of --- creational
and civil defense functions in outdoor resources development

:o- :ld

be very fruitful . Such a study co • : ld be designed in terms of
human and material resources of both groups .
In the field of material resources, in the event some form of
shelter program is inaugurated multi-purpose shelters could be
investigated . Such shelters wo' :ld serve in :peace time for recreational
ptrposes, since they would include -post of the facilities essential
for survival . Rapid access also could be a factor in their location
and construction since in ;!ar time they must he reached in a -minimum
time oeriod . The conseouences for e a.s v access for recreational
pur-oses are obvious .
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Moreover, auxiliary equipment now owned by civil defense
would be very serviceable for recreational p .:rposes . First aid
and hospital e--i ioment, water and food testing equipment, fire and
rescue material, outdoor cooking and other survival eruinnent ; all
have obvious uses for recreational purposes . Much of this equipment
would improve with use or at least be immediately available in
reception centers when needled .
In the field of personnel, the advantages of a mutual relationship are again con_sid~=rable . Training of v - riou,s kinds for civil
defense could be carried out in nroperl . constricted recreational
areas, Many of the skills essential for civil d --fense can be
aDDlied to recreational leadership and enjoyment . Knowledge of
first aid, survival techniques, fire fighting, outdoor cooking,
and the like increase both the effectiveness of the

civil defense

personnel and the pleasure to be derived fron outdoor recreation .
There is some talk of establishing a permanent cadre of civil
defense workers in each state and region . Such a cadre could be
enlisted to serve both the goals of civil defense and those of the
Commission .
A large amount of data concerning • transportation, resources,
population, available materiel, food and water, vrelfare activities,
and the like has already been g7thered in every State in the
o Survival Plans recently completed by the former Federal Civil
Defense Administration . Such data could be used to assist the
Commission in their recreational resources planning . _-.t is strongly
urged that the Commission give further consideration to a joint study
with OCDIM, both from the point of view of the Comm _ssionf s planning
but also considering the consider!:.ble saving of research and
operational funds which might result frog -_ such a study .
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I.

THE RELATION OF OUTDOOR R EC's ATiON TO YOUTH PRO( J1 ,IS
The current emphasis on the program of youth activities in
problem
General, and the more specific
of juvenile delinquency
especially in the greater New York area, shows the importance of
attempting to establish a relationship between outdoor recreational
activities and programs designed to minim _ze the effects of the
transition from youth to adulthood,
_An examination of the use of existing facilities must ask the
cuestion : ;that is the ratio of therapeutic recreation to normal
recreation in the New York region? Is there any appreciable use
now being made of day-longfacilities in the treatment and prevention
of youth problems' Perhaps a taxonomy of types of recreation which
could be classed as "therapeutic" should be established . If this
is done, then what differences in facilities and resources are
required, for the two types of recreation? For example, vrhat '-kinds
of _ransport-~tion facilities must be provided so that existing

fvx*i~i*+w

resources can be full - - utilized in therapeutic nrocrrams?

The cost factor in roth pro-rams - s also a le-itimate factor
here .

hat is the relationship of recraa- . = onal costs to police

and other costs of delinr uent behavior?

',.To' - ld an increase in

money spent for recreational facilities lower the tMal costs for
control of the delinquency problem' : A model of optimum costs which
would include several variables could be constructed .
Aside from costs, hour effective is the use of outdoor recreation
in combatting delinquency? The need and -,ant factors become relevant .
hat values do delincuents hold concerning outdoor recreation? Thee
se ms to be general acceptance of the theory that outdoor recreation
of several types helps in the treatment of delinou,uencv . The key
problems are to assay the situation in the !'ew York re?ion in terms
of the extent of need and the r elatio^ship bet-=Teen t--ne of activit-T
and therapy .
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There is no dort that the hey; York ?'_etronolitan Area is
desperately in need of methods which vrill assist in conin7 with he
problem of juvenile delinquency . It is also in need of an -xoansion
of its outdoor recreation facilities in general . Current theory
indicates that the use of outdoor recreation, especially in a
properly directed atr osphere outside the confines of the city
streets, might be effective in the treatment of the problem .
Empirical investigations should be made to determine ways of
efficiently developing and operating a comprehensive program
including the supply of proper and adecuate facilities .
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'IOI SHIP OF T?-'-SPORT
.'_^-CK TO OU D00R

Almost as essential as the el 'mieration and analysis of
available outdoor recreation-al resonrc ,=~s is t'e analysis of
transportation or the principal means of access to thee reso77rc s .
The location and layout of --ecreational facilities du - nends in
lame measure on present and anticipated a,-_c-, .int and types of
vehicles of transportation which will be available . In the scope
of the present analysis only the broadest categories of investigation
can be indicated .
The

ual division of transportation is made in terms of public

and private transportation . Several questions might be asked of
public transportation in relation to outdoor recreational re-oi)rcr=s .
How much is location dependent .__pon the rresent avail bili
public transportation?

t

of

How much of present access to facilities

im is through public transportation_'?

:-That are the present policies

of managers of rublic transrorta .i on in r-lat.ion to recreational
resources? Are government subsidies necessary for the establishing
of more public transportation services? Should such subsidies be
confined to rail transportation, or should they include bus, air,
and steamship transportation? -,hat has been the past experience
of public transportation in relation to recreation? Are nevi
forms of transportation_ necessary for optimum use of proposed
recreational facilities?
Most public transportation orzani-at'_ons have research and
:-Id urob :7- 'b1v be
development divisions, and much valuable data cosecured from them . Given the some-What parlous state of sore of
these orManizstions, they sho - -ld be very villin 7 to coerera.te with
t :e Com_.lission in its research st - 'dies .

- any private studies Lava

r. -

also been made and should be collated under the direction of the
Com"i.ssion .
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In the field of private transportation, the recent hast seems
to indicate that automobiles are the principal means of access to
outdoor recreational facilities . Preliminary conversations with
railroad and busline ex=cutives bear out this contention . If so,
then the integration of highway nroPrams with outdoor recreational
resources planning becomes essential . In the desisr_ of limited
access roads, Provisions must be made far s ervice to proposed
facilities . Large, natural areas should be left undisturbed
even at some increased cost to the planned highway construction
so as to better serve recreational purnoses . The design of
recreational facilities sho-ld -provide for peak loads on access
roads .

Zoning must be carefull-- considered ; a relatively few

industries can deface and render almost useless large areas of
desirable recreational resou.;.rces .
i._ost States and

:unicinalities have excellent highway denart-

ments which can furnish the Corr ission with all the necessary facts
concerning highways, both existent and planned . Te main problem
here is designing methods for processing these data . Some farm of
mechanical or electronic data nrocessing should be used here .

-With

the severe coopetition now obtaining in the data-nrocessine field,
cooperation from one or several of the leadinE comip- .nies sho-ld -e
easy to secure .
Of interest also are the effects of available transnorta .tion
upon the extent and type of ~ . .sers of v~ rious recreational facilities .
If transportation means are confined to automobiles, for exanmle,
then the type of user is necessarily restricted to those *ho have
.
.tion
au.uto: obile transport-

Despite the large number of private cars

in the United States, it .would be interest' .ns to know what nercenta-e
of the people in t' -.e c-reater New York area do not have access to
automobile transportation . How can transportation be arranged so
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that the under-rivile7ed segments of the population night have
greater access,
c'oreover, only certain age Tro',ns can drive automobiles .
is tied in with problems of delinquency and therapy .

This

The uounger

age group which cannot drive must necessarily come with older -people
which usually comprise the family .
forced into the picture .

Thus family relationships are

Often, however, delincuent t~out'^s come

',from families where familial ties are weakest, and thus access to
recreational resources may be denied .

"., .'hat ^re the alternatives

to this apparent impasse in transportation ethods -e Could public
transportation be enlisted in attacking this problem?
There is also a difference in required-transportation
of residence .

arias

Suburbanites can usually reach recrea-.ional facilities-

mich easier than can city dwiellers .

Sach district's transportation

problems must be analysed before any integrate^_ elan can be proposed .
An interarea survey of transportation users might be useful here,
especially origin and destination st • - dies .

For example, if it -were

discovered that many users of a recreation facility in - 'estchester
came from a certain area of : :one Island, the oresti on of why this
was so could be presented,
ation :

is use a function of available trs' sTort-

Are users of ro-~ghly- the same socio-econo : :ic situation?

Is it possible to rechannel the use to -provide for more city users
by erecting another nearer facility for those now using the ''estchester facility?
In summary, problems involving transportation are ubiquitous
in recreational planning .

This area should k

constitute a

major category in the Commissionts plan of research . Fcrtu.;n_ately,
much data is already available, and the problems of collating
these data should be capable of solution .
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-'L7 DOC -

? ~ . _'~ IGIy POLICY

Any determination of the ethical Troblems invrlved in the
determination of recreational resources polie'r oro,erly belonp :s in
the province of the Comn-ission itself, nevertheless, the la-vine
do-...m of such rolicy must necessarily be rrece-led by some inve .atiTati^-1
of the key dimensions involved, very briefl--, the relevant dim--s4ons
are 1) 'ho should provide recreational f , cilities ;p2) For whom should
these - -cilities be provided ; 3) under --hat conditions sho--ld * •h eFr •e.cilities be set up ; and L_) By : •chat means should -,.he i*mnlemen* tion
of ^olic-, be undertaken?
As to who should
rovide
-ef-- .cilities, th=- overlanninF roles of
Federal, State, Local, and Private a-encies should `3e studied and
delineated,

'• .That should be the responsibilities of each catecory,

and how are such responsibilities to be determined :
The question of for whom facilities should be -provided is also
a v=ring one . Should emphasis be nlaced noon underpriviledged qro •~-:s
using the ethic that urner class grouos c an_ provide for themselves,
or should eru,al emphasis be t± en to all citizens : Should yo-th
proem..-pis be consider. - before the a -ed , or should facilities be set
un ai: ::ing nrincipall~ • ;-,t the head of f'.nilies -•i-.o in t'xn mig-1 , t take
care of older and , .o, ,n -er secr.:ents of the po-~ - la'- io ? Should sneci al
ethnic and color '-ror - )s be aimed at or sh^-'1d tris point '3e dis^e-ardFd -e
what conditions should be the 7oal for settin - " o • - tdoor - cc-'eationa.l facilities : To what extent should a facility be developed before
opening it to the public : Are : :inimu necessary conditions for sise
sufficient or should a completely integrated facility be constructed
before access is ner-litted? Sho'-ld special tees of facilities be
emnhasized or is a general base desirable : These are some of the
questions to be answered .
And finally, what means should be used in recreational d=velonments
Should voluntary contributions to programs '^. e solicited or s^ o--1d
go*ernments undertake the task thro>>gh their t^ .x powers?
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COP :CLUSiON .
In t is r"ccnnaissance of possible areas of research interest to t_e Comrission,
suggested . Some are more capable of being
several dozen htpotheses have been .
investigated than others . Sone lend themselves to a fairly strict study design
which could be carried out ~fithin the time and means limitations of the Commission .
The act that the Center forNocial Research of New Tork University has not
accompanied this presentation with specific study oroposals incorporating particular ~caf ones of the preceeding hypotheses and setting up particular methods
should not be construed to indicatet that the Center has little or no interest
in furt .er explorations of any of the given areas . On the contrary, the Center
feels that the Commission will determine its own policy and research orientation,
and will better be served b such organizations as the Center after the Commission
has issued guide lines as to its interests .
The Center would be pleased to receive from the Commission an expression of
interest in further research in any one or several of the

potential

research fields indicated . Upon t : :e receipt of such expression of interest, the
Center would then undertake to design a specific study or studies, and present such
designs for the Commission's consideration .

